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Inequality, discrimination and sexual violence in US collegiate sports

Erin Buzuvis and Kristine Newhall

College athletics is a popular cultural institution, attracting thousands of participants and millions of fans each year. Yet, examining US college athletics reveals a pattern of inequality, discrimination and abuse, which operates to foreclose women's access and suppress women's interest in athletic participation and leadership. This chapter examines three gender-related issues of integrity in college athletics: gender discrimination in athletic participation and opportunity; barriers to leadership for women coaches and administrators; and the relationship between athletics and sexual violence at college and universities.

Discrimination in athletic participation and opportunity

Colleges and universities provide the majority of athletic opportunities to men, even though women make up a majority of college students. This imbalance exists despite the fact that Title IX, a federal statute passed in 1972, prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in educational programmes that receive federal financial assistance. Title IX is credited with increasing the number and quality of opportunities for female athletes, yet many schools still struggle with compliance. Under the law, colleges and universities must provide equitable athletic opportunities to men and women using one of three possible compliance tests. Some institutions seek to avoid the expense of compliance with any of these tests – which generally require adding new opportunities for women – by manipulating their rosters to give the appearance of providing a proportionate distribution of athletic opportunities. For example, litigation exposed one university's practice of 'triple-counting' female runners as members of cross-country, winter track and spring track teams, even though, for many of the runners, the track teams operated as an 'adjunct' to the cross-country team: merely a source of off-season training rather than as a source of athletic opportunity in their own right. Colleges and universities have over-counted women's athletic opportunities, as well as under-counting those for men, to create the appearance of proportionality and thus avoid the legal obligation to create new athletic opportunities for women that would exist under either of the two alternative measures of compliance.

Title IX also requires that athletics departments provide equal treatment to men's and women's programmes in the aggregate, as measured by factors such as the quality of
facilities, equipment and uniforms; the schedule of games and practices; the quality of coaching and of the academic and medical services received; and publicity and promotion. Relatedly, the law requires athletics departments to distribute scholarship dollars proportionately to the percentage of athletes of each sex. The fact that men's athletic programmes generally receive more resources than women's, as well as the fact that female college athletes receive a smaller share of scholarship dollars, suggests that there is likely widespread non-compliance with these requirements as well. Although the revenue-generating potential of men's football and basketball may explain why schools are willing to provide greater support to men's programmes, Title IX does not permit athletics departments to provide inferior treatment to women's teams on the basis of consumer preferences for men's sports.

Barriers to leadership for women coaches and administrators

Women constitute a minority (23 per cent) of head coaches at the college level, and are similarly under-represented at the highest levels of administration. Notably, women are even minorities among coaches of women's teams (43 per cent), and are hardly represented at all (3 per cent) among coaches of men's teams. Additionally, while African-American female athletes and coaches are not under-represented relative to the population data, their participation is overwhelmingly confined to basketball and running sports, suggesting that race and gender combine to erect barriers to entry into other sports.

Several cases have revealed how retaliation, hostile environments and double standards operate to exclude women from the ranks of coaches and administrators. For example, litigation exposed several instances in which athletics administrators at California State University, Fresno, retaliated against female coaches and administrators for advocating for gender equity on behalf of themselves and their players. The lawsuits also revealed the athletics department's homophobic atmosphere, tolerance for sexual harassment and tendency to single out female coaches for discipline. The plaintiffs in these cases prevailed in multi-million-dollar settlements and jury awards. While these cases and others show that it is possible to use Title IX and other anti-discrimination laws to successfully challenge these practices, the high social and financial costs of challenging inequality, as well as the difficulty proving discriminatory motivation, deter many potential plaintiffs from pursuing legal recourse. The fact that coaches of women's teams earn less than those of men's teams has also proved impervious to legal recourse, even though it suggests the possibility of pay discrimination against female coaches, who are virtually excluded from the opportunities in higher-paying jobs coaching men.

Student-athletes and sexual violence

Sexual assault and violence is an epidemic across American college campuses. Although there is no definitive data that athletes - at any level - are more prone to violence than their non-athlete peers, the culture of college athletics has created a unique environment in which there has been significant mishandling of sexual violence accusations against student athletes. This is the result of both a culture of entitlement for student athletes and a win-at-all-costs mentality within athletics departments and schools.

Historically, student athletes have received various privileges and perks, often in violation of National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) rules and Title IX, including preferential housing, gifts and money from alumni, and unique academic considerations including special classes, scheduling and assignments. Although some of these have been eliminated, the
sentiment remains that athletes, and by extension athletics departments, occupy a high position in the campus hierarchy. One result of this has been that student-athletes who are accused of sexual assault and violence are often shielded from formal investigations, or even basic questioning, after an incident. In 2010, at the University of Notre Dame, the campus police were not allowed access to a football player who had been accused of rape because he was in athletics department facilities.2

One explanation for the practices that privilege student-athletes is the increasing pressure on athletics departments to be successful on the playing field in order to increase athletics department revenue via sponsorships, television rights, alumni donations and, potentially, increased student enrolment. The win-at-all-costs mentality that results has shielded accused student-athletes whom coaches, administrators and even fans believe are essential for achieving or maintaining winning traditions and providing entertainment. Thus they are willing to bend, stretch or ignore the rules governing the handling of reported sexual assaults when the accused are student-athletes. Evidence of this can be seen at the above-mentioned University of Notre Dame, as well as at Florida State University and the University of Missouri.26

The visibility of big-time college athletics programmes and their star athletes has played a significant role in the recent awareness about campus sexual assault in the United States, however, as seen in the public attention to several high-profile legal cases.27 In 2011 the Office for Civil Rights (OCR), a sub-agency of the US Department of Education, responsible for the oversight of Title IX, issued a ‘Dear Colleague’ letter that explicitly states the responsibilities of schools under Title IX to investigate claims of sexual violence. This letter of clarification was motivated in part by cases involving student-athletes, including a 2001 university-sanctioned party at the University of Colorado for football players and recruits at which two female students reported being raped.28 The ‘Dear Colleague’ letter states that all schools must institute proper procedures for investigating accusations, and notes that they ‘must apply to all students, including athletes’. Schools are required to do their own independent investigations, and ‘complaints must not be addressed solely by athletics department procedures’.29 The Colorado case ended with a large settlement for the victims and changes to the university’s policies and procedures regarding the investigation of incidents.

Nonetheless, athletics departments continue to protect athletes accused of sexual violence, often in violation of the OCR’s mandate that schools ‘take immediate and effective steps to end sexual harassment and sexual violence’.30 These illegal practices include dismissing student-athletes from the team but allowing them to remain on campus, facilitating transfers to new schools by exempting them from their athletic commitment, handling accusations solely within athletic departments, not reporting incidents to the proper university officials and delaying investigation until an athlete’s season is over. These are all ongoing practices, as evidenced in cases in the past ten years including at Florida State University, the University of Oregon, the University of Missouri, the University of Tulsa and the University of Notre Dame.31

Conclusion

There are a number of remedies that can mitigate the problems within college athletics related to discrimination, inequality and sexual violence. Some of these remedies require government intervention. For example, the Department of Education could engage in more aggressive Title IX enforcement to ensure that institutions are held accountable for non-compliance even when victims of discrimination are deterred from filing lawsuits by the associated financial, emotional, social and professional costs. Congress could put pressure on the NCAA, via an
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Exemption from antitrust law, for example, to reform itself in such a way that reduces the commercialised nature of college athletics, thus reducing economic pressure on athletics departments to engage in the corrupt practices discussed above.

Colleges and universities could do a better job of policing themselves, such as by agreeing to condition NCAA membership status on Title IX compliance. As a step in this direction, the NCAA could restore the self-study process it once required of its Division I members, which conditioned membership on the institution's ability to evaluate and demonstrate its commitment to gender equity across a variety of measures. The NCAA could also implement policies that promote transparency in the handling of cases of athletes accused of assault, including penalising institutions that are found to have sheltered athletes from discipline or that have accepted the transfer of student-athletes found responsible for sexual violence.32

Colleges and universities could also improve the education and training they provide to staff on how to attain and sustain equitable participation opportunities, combat the implicit bias that serves as a barrier to women's athletic leadership, and effectively carry out their duties to report and address accusations of sexual violence.

Finally, the public in general, including fans, alumni, students and parents, have a role to play. By choosing carefully which college athletics programmes to attend and support, they can increase the pressure on universities to denounce and desist the inequitable allocation of resources, biased hiring practices and tolerance of sexual violence. Withholding support from athletics programmes that engage in these practices will ensure that they lack the resources to continue to engage in them.
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